
 

 

 

SUMMER INTERNSHIP (LEAN AUTOMATION) 

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

Insight Inc.’s ultimate deliverable is transformative change for our partners. Our Lean Automation 
business unit provides expertise of custom automation, robotics, and controls platforms. Our 
Brand Activation business unit provides sales lift, differentiation, and targeted communication at 
point of sale. The two share a foundation of engineering and a unique strategic approach to 
solving our partner’s challenges. For more information, visit www.insight-inc.com.  

JOB DESCRIPTION 

The automation intern role is primarily responsible for the support of projects and company 
initiatives that are directly related to our Lean Automation business unit. This individual works 
closely with our Mechanical, Robotic and Controls Engineers, Program Managers and 
Operations/Field Technicians to develop and deliver customer solutions. This individual displays 
behaviors that support our core values. 

Key Responsibilities and Essential Functions:  

• Job shadowing  
• Orientation to our Tech Lab 
• Learn the roles of various departments in the organization as well as relationships with key 

partners 
• Perform assigned tasks as directed; assignments vary each year. 

*In 2020, Insight Inc.’s interns completed a project to specify design, program and 
showcase a mini-CNC system to perform multiple tasks. 

• Customer site visits Leads the assembly team to complete an assigned project on time, 
to specifications, and with accuracy and efficiency.  

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an 
employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  

• Bending, lifting, and carrying up to 50 pounds 
• Ability to work in a manufacturing environment 
• While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to talk and 

hear. The employee is frequently required to stand, walk, use hands to 
finger/handle/feel, and reach with hands and arms.  

• This position requires the ability to travel overnight up to 10%.  

INSIGHT OFFERS A REWARDING WORKING ENVIRONMENT WITH COMPENSATION  

http://www.insight-inc.com/
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